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Abstract
We derive
We
derivethe
the equations
equations that
that permit the use of six different periperiodic
analyzers for
the frequencyfrequency-mixing
odic analyzers
for the
mixing detection
detection (FMD)
(FMD) of
polarization-modulated
polarization
-modulatedlight.
light. The
The six
six periodic
periodic analyzers
analyzers are (1)
the
rotating linear
linear analyzer,
analyzer, (2)
(2) rotating
rotatinghalf
half-wave
the rotating
-wave plate
plate and
fixed
analyzer, (3)
(3) rotating
rotating quarter
quarter-wave
fixed linear analyzer,
-wave plate and fixed
fixed
linear analyzer,
analyzer, (4) rotating
rotating linear
linear analyzer
analyzer and
and fixed
fixed linear
linear anaanalyzer, (5)
(5) oscillating
oscillating-phase
lyzer,
-phaseretarder
retarder and
and fixed linear
linear analyzer,
analyzer,
and
oscillating optical
fixed linear
and (6) oscillating
optical rotator and fixed
In
linear analyzer.
analyzer. In
all cases,
cases, the
the average
averagepolarization
polarization and
and the
the polarization and intenof the
the light
light beam
beam can
can be
be determined
sity modulation parameters of
determined
easily and
from limited
limited Fourier
Fourier analysis
easily
and explicitly from
analysis of the
the detectdetected signal.

I. Introduction
lightwave communication
communication systems
In lightwave
systems information
information may
may be imimparted to the
the light
light beam
beam in
in the
theform
formofofpolarization
polarizationmodulaparted
modulation. 1 Polarization
Polarization modulation
modulation is
is also
also encountered
encountered in
in "modula"modulation.'
spectroscopy" where
where aa light
light beam
beam interacts
interacts with
tion spectroscopy"
with aa material
sample (e.g.,
alternating perturbation
sample
(e.g., aa crystal)
crystal) subjected
subjected to an alternating
perturbation
such as
as an electric, magnetic or
or stress
stress field.2
field.2 In these
such
these and
and other
other
related applications
related
applicationsitit isis important
important to detect aa modulated
modulated state
state
of polarization.
We have
We
have recently
recently suggested
suggestedthat
that the parameters that characcharacterize
polarization- and
and intensity
intensity-modulated
be meaterize the polarization-modulated light be
measured by
by what
what we
wecall
callfrequencyfrequency-mixing
detection (or
sured
mixing detection
(or FMD).3
FMD). 3
FMD, a light
light beam
beam modulated
modulated atataafrequency
frequencywm
In FMD,
compasses
passes
through a periodic optical analyzer
analyzer that
that oscillates
oscillates at
at aa different
different
through
frequency coa
oom).
The
frequency
wa (coa
(wa ««wm).
The
resulting
resultinginteraction
interactioncauses
causes
frequency mixing
mixing which
which isis borne
borne in
in variations
variations of the intensity of
of
light leaving
leaving the analyzer.
analyzer. Fourier
Fourier analysis
analysis of
the light
of the
the signal
signal rereceived by
placed after
after the
the analyzer
ceived
by a photodetector placed
analyzer allows
allows the
determination
the average
average polarization
polarization and the
determination of
of both
both the
the polarpolarof the
the beam.
beam.
ization and intensity modulation of
Let the light
light beam
beam be
be described
described by its total
Let
total intensity
intensity II and
and
ellipse of
its ellipse
of polarization
polarization specified
specified by
by the complex number4
x = tani1ie&A
(1)
F*-'V//F
\>
= Ey
/Ex,

(?}
v^*x
(2)

where
of the
the light
light electric
electric vector
where Ex
Ex and
and Ey
Ey are
are the components of
vector
along two
mutually orthogonal
orthogonal transverse
transverse axes
axes xx and
and y.y.Beam
Beam
along
two mutually
modulation is
small and sinusoidal
sinusoidal of frequency
frequency
modulation
is assumed
assumed to
to be small
"mWm:
I,
x = zx+6xcoscomt,
+6xcoswmt, xx == I,iy,A.

(3)

This paper
the SPIE
SPIE seminar
*This
paper isis aa revision
revision of
of one
one presented at the
seminar on
on PolarPolar1976, San
San Diego,
Diego, California, and published in the
ized Light, Aug.
Aug. 24,
24, 25, 1976,
the
Proceedings
SPIE Vol.
Proceedings of
of that
that meeting,
meeting, SPIE
Vol. 88, 1976.
1976.

1384 received August 5, 1976.

The analyzer
analyzer is
is characterized
characterized by
set of
of parameters
The
by aa set
parameters ai
Oij (j = 1,
1,
2,
of which
which are
2, ..) one or more of
are modulated
modulated (mechanically,
(mechanically, electoelectooptically,
otherwise) at aa frequency
frequency wa.
coa. The
The intensity
intensity of
optically, or
or otherwise)
of the
the
by the
theanalyzer
analyzercan
canbe
beexpressed
expressed as
light transmitted by
as
It == const
const If(\I/,A,o:j),
If(ty,A,a),
(4)
where
function whose
where ff is aa function
whose form
form depends
depends on
onthe
theanalyzer.
analyzer.
When
When ItIt is
is linearly detected
independent phodetected by
by aapolarizationpolarization-independent
todetector, the
the total
totalsignal
signal consists
consists of two parts
todetector,
St = Sbb +SSmc.

(5)

In
S^ isis aa periodic
In Eq. (5) Sbb
freperiodicbaseband
baseband signal
signal of fundamental frequency coa
waveform isis that
f:
wa whose waveform
that of f:
fmsin(mwat+Bm).
$>bb
m sin(mcofl t+^ ni ).
Sbb = const I ]^
E ifm
m=o
m=o

(6)

The
and phase
phase (9m)
(0 m) coefficients
coefficients in
The Fourier amplitude (fm) and
Eq.
in_Eq_.
(6)
are functions
functions of
of the
theaverage
average polarization
polarization parameters
parameters 4/,
(6) are
i//, A
A
and
time-independent
of the
theanalyzer
analyzer parameters
parameters Oj.
and the time
-independent parts of
6S mcisisananamplitude
amplitude-modulated-carrier
small signal
SS=
-modulated- carrier small
signal
SSmc = 6 Secoswmtt
(7)
center (carrier)
(carrier) frequency
frequency wm
comand
andaaperiodic
periodicenvelope
envelope S6Se
of center
Se of
fundamental frequency wa:
coa :
A

00

6Se==consti[(5l/I)
consti[(SI/f) E

m=o
m=o

5 t E2

m=o
m=o

fmsin(mwat+Bm)+
fmsin(mcoat+0
m)+

flpmsin(mwat+B,pm)+

6A
6A E2 fAmsin(mwat+eAm)]
fAmsin(mcJ at+0 Am)].
m=o
m=o

(8)
h

A

infinite-Fourier-series
of5;1/
6i// and 5A
5 A in
in the
The infinite
-Fourier -series coefficients
coefficients of
theright
right-hand side
side of Eq.
Eq. (8)
(8) represent
representthe
theperiodic
periodicpartial
partialderivatives
derivatives of
with respect
respect to
to si\l> and
the analyzer function ff with
and AA respectively;
respectively;

ffy==of3f/atf/,fA
/â, fA = =of3f/3A.
/aA.

(9)

average polarization
i//, A can
The average
polarization 4/,A
can be
be determined
determined by
by measurmeasuring
the normalized
normalized amplitudes
amplitudes of the
the cospwat
cospcoat and
and sinpwat
sinpcoat
ing the
of the
the same
same ppharmonic
harmonicof
components of
ofthe
thebaseband
baseband signal
signal Sbb
and using the following equations
ncpwa = fpsinOp /fo, nspwa = fpcosOp /fo.

(10a)

Alternatively, >G,
$, AAcan
the normalized
normalized amcan be
be determined from the
amplitudes (rl
(T?pcoa>
i?qco a) of two different
different frequency
frequency components
components
wa, ngwa)
p and q of Sbb
S^ using
using
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(10b)
fp/fo>
npwa = fp
/fo, nqwa = fq/f
fq /fo
6 A are determined by
6 I/I, 66i// and SA
parameters SI/I,
The modulation parameters
The
normalthe normaland the
0? eo) and
measuring the
the normalized
normalized dc
dc component (0eo)
measuring
ized amplitudes
(nec
,es
pwa ' 'pcoa
harmonsame pp harmonthesame
ofthe
components of
sinpo;at components
and sinpwat
cospcoat and
of the cospwat
linear
three linear
signal 66 Se
envelope signal
the envelope
of the
ic of
Se and
and using
using the following three
algebraic
algebraic equations
equations
71% = (S1 /I) + (ftJro /fo)6 1 +(fAo /fo)St,

sin2\//cosAsin20+
f = 11+Mi
+µ1cos2i//cos20+jU!
cos2icos20+µ1 sin2tPcosAsin20+

npwa ==( fpsin0p /f0)(SI /I) +(flppsin01,1ip /f0)S +
A

µ2
sin2icosAcos20cosS -µ2 cos2\I/sin20cos6+
cos2tisin20 cos6+
A*2 sin2i//cosAcos20cos6-jU2

a)
(11
(11a)

Ap/f0)6A,
(fApsin0
(ffpsinBtp
/fo)St,

t+

tan2 (A-£)],
tan2 (A-0)]/[l+r2
[l-T2
µl
72tan2(A0)] /[1 +72tan2(A
-O)],
Mi ==[1tan2 (A-0)].
2rtan(A-0)/[l+r2
µ2
B) /[1+T2tan2(A
-0 )].
M2 == 2Ttan(A-

(fApcos0Ap/f0)6A(ffpcosOtp
/fo)SA.
detersame modulation
Alternatively, the
the same
modulation parameters
parameters may
may be
be deterAlternatively,
and
(com) and
carrier (wm)
the carrier
of the
amplitudes of
normalized amplitudes
mined
mined from the normalized
Smc provided
ofS6 Smc
com±qcoa)
(com±pcoa,
two nonzero
±pwa, wm
±qwa) of
sidebands(wm
nonzero sidebands
are
qu>a are
fA of
of frequency
frequency pcoa
pwa or qwa
harmonics of
that the harmonics
of f,f, f j, and fA
themselves. The equations
either in
in phase
phase or
or out
out of phase among themselves.
case are
this case
that apply in this
h

(12)

(13a)

element
(i.e., the element
when rr == 11 (i.e.,
case when
the case
We restrict
restrict our interest to the
We
absorption
differential absorption
nodifferential
but no
only, but
E exhibits
exhibits pure retardation only,
E
I and
dichroism). With
or dichroism).
With rT==1,1,JJLµl
and ju2
µ2 of Eqs. (13a) simplify to
sin(2A-20),
fJL2 ==sin(2A
µl
-20), µ2
-20),
(13b)
cos(2A-20),
Mi ==cos(2A
reads
now reads
and Eq. (12) now
sin20cos6]
ff=
= ll+cos2i//[cos(2A-20)cos20-sin(2A-20)
+cos2t/i [ cos( 2A- 20)cos2B- sin(2A- 20)sin2Bcosa

A

7wm = (SI /I) +(f lPo /fo)S +(fAo /fo)SA,
2110)m ±pwa = ( fp/ f0)(S1 /I)+(flpp /f0)5+(ftp /f0)SA,

(11b)

277wm ±qwa = (fq /fo)(S I /I) +(fq /fo)S +(fAq /fo)SA.

normalized
are normalized
i?'s are
amplitudes rt's
theamplitudes
allofofthe
(11)all
and (11)
(10) and
Eqs. (10)
In Eqs.
signal Sbb,
baseband signal
the baseband
of the
component of
dc component
the dc
with respect
respect to the
with
signal St.
which isis also
alsoequal
equaltotothe
the dc
dc component
component of the total signal
which
equafundamental equathe fundamental
reviewed the
briefly reviewed
have briefly
we have
that we
Now that
Now
cases of six
special cases
six special
examine six
we examine
six different periFMD, we
of FMD,
tions of
(1)
are
analyzers
periodic
six
odic analyzers.
The
six
periodic
analyzers
are
(1) the
the rotating
rotating
analyzers. The
odic
_a
(2) rotating half
-wave plate
plate and
and fixed linear
half-wave
analyzer, 5 ~8 (2)
linear
linear analyzer,s
anaquarter-wave
analyzer,9 (3)
(3) rotating quarter
-wave plate
plate and
and fixed linear anaanalyzer,9
analyzer, 11
linearanalyzer,11
fixed linear
and fixed
lyzer,10
(4) rotating
rotating linear analyzer and
10 (4)
lyzer,
13 and
analyzer, 12' 13
linear analyzer,12'
-phaseretarder
retarder and fixed linear
oscillating-phase
(5) oscillating
of
All of
analyzer. 14 All
linearanalyzer.14
fixedlinear
andfixed
rotator and
oscillating optical rotator
(6) oscillating
meathe meapreviously used for the
these periodic analyzers
analyzers have been previously
results
The results
only. The
states only.
polarization states
unmodulated polarization
surement
surement of unmodulated
by-product
product of the present paper,
case constitute aa byspecial case
in this special
light.
assuming totally polarized light.
assuming
II. The
Element Periodic Analyzer
Two-Element
The Twoconsisting of aa
Figure
shows a two-element periodic analyzer consisting
Figure 11 shows
a'

LA
analyzer.
1. The two-element
two -element periodic
periodic analyzer.
Figure 1.
Figure
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M2sin2i//sinAsin5,
µ2
sin2 Vi sinAsinS ,
and

A

A

pwa ==(fpcosOp /fo)(SI /I) +(fiipcosO vip /fo)S

characterE characterelement E
optical element
linear analyzer
analyzer LA
LA preceded
preceded by
by an optical
linear
re~J° of the
ratio Te
principal axes
ized by
by two principal
axes xe
xe and
and ye
ye and the ratio
ized
along
that along
complex
complex amplitude transmittance along the ye axis to that
specified
beamisisspecified
thebeam
aroundthe
LAaround
orientationofofLA
The orientation
axis. The
xe axis.
the xe
while the
xa , while
axis xa,
transmission axis
thetransmission
by the
ofthe
angle AA of
azimuth angle
the azimuth
by
fast
the fast
6 of the
angle O
azimuth angle
the azimuth
specified by the
is specified
orientation
orientation of EE is
transof aa transaxis of
axis xe.
xe. Both A and O
are measured
measured from
from the x axis
6 are
axis
verse
verse reference
reference coordinate
coordinate system
system xy.
When the
the light
light beam,
beam, described
described by
by its
its total
total intensity
intensity II and
and its
its
When
number x
complex number
ellipse of
of polarization
by the complex
represented by
polarization represented
ellipse
transtwo-element
[Eq. (1)]
-element analyzer,
analyzer, the transpasses through
through the two
(1)],, passes
[Eq.
where*
(4), where*
Eq. (4),
of Eq.
form of
the form
mitted intensity can be put in the

September/October
No. 55 / September
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/October 1977
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s(2A-20)sin20]
+sin2 VI cost [ sin(2A -20 )cos20 cosS +cos(
2A -20 )sin20
+sin2i//cosA[sm(2A-20)cos20cos6+co
+sin2 t sinAsin(2A -2B )sins .
(14)
+sin2i//sinAsin(2A-20)sin6.
frequency-mixing
thefrequencyforthe
analyzers for
periodic analyzers
The use
mixing
several periodic
ofseveral
use of
The
discussed in
detection of
modulated light
light will
will be
be discussed
in
polarization-modulated
of polarizationdetection
SecofSecreview of
thereview
andthe
(14)and
Eq. (14)
on Eq.
following sections based on
the following
tion I.
Linear Analyzer (RLA)
III. Rotating Linear
we obtain
in Eq.
Eq. (14),
(14), we
6 = 0O == 00 in
If we set S
f = 1l+cos2i//cos2A+sin2i//cosAsin2A,
+cos2IPcos2A+sin2tJ/cosAsin2A,

(15)

only
and only
element EE is absent and
which represents the case when the element
difis present.
present. The
The function
function f of Eq. (15) difanalyzer LA is
the linear analyzer
Ref. 33
ofRef.
(23) of
Eq. (23)
given by Eq.
function given
fers from the corresponding function
missing in
is missing
which is
\Jj which
cos2tfr
factorcost
multiplicative factor
in the
the latter
by the multiplicative
corthe coron the
based on
case based
this case
in this
derivations in
equation. We
We redo the derivations
#coat in Eq. (15), and
setAA == lhwat
weset
(15).IfIfwe
Eq. (15).
of Eq.
rect function ff of
i//
respect toto>y
with respect
result with
the result
of the
derivatives of
partial derivatives
first partial
take the
the first
and A,
A, we
we obtain
f = ll+cos2i//coscoat+sin2i//cosAsino>at,
+cos2tJcoswat +sin2>ìcosAsinwat,
(16a)
flp
-2sin2iJcoswat +2cos21icosAsinwat,
fy == -2sin2i//coso;at+2cos2i//cosAsinaJat,
(16b)
fA
-sin2tJsinAsinwat.
fA == -sm2\//sinAsincoat.
(16c)
functions f, ffy,, and fA
each of the functions
From
(16) we
we see
see that
that each
Eqs. (16)
From Eqs.
Fourier amplitudes evalutheir Fourier
harmonic and
has only_
only one
one harmonic
and that their
has
i//, AA are
ated atat1V,
are given by
= 1, fl sinOl ==cos2t,D,
fo
cos2i//, fl cosü1 == sin2tlicosA;
sin2$cosA;
(17a)
fo =
fro = 0, I'll), sin °,1 = -2sin 2 ty , f cosO 11 =
2cos2\j/cosA;
2cos2tycosA;
(17b)
noweno13ififwe
Ref. 13
ofRef.
(9) of
Eqs. (6) -- (9)
from Eqs.
*Equation
directly from
follows directly
*Equation (12) follows
sin2i//cosA,
Ix' 2 ) == sin2vicos0,
2Re(x)/(l
cos2t//, 2Re(x)
Ixl 2 ) =- cos2tp,
Ixl 2 )/d
that (1(1- -Ix12)
/(1 ++ Ix12)
/(1 + IxI2)
tice that
sin2\//sinA.
+lx' 2 ) = sin2,psin0.
2Im(x)/(l
/(1 +1x12)
and 2Im(x)

ANALYZERS
PERIODIC ANALYZERS
DIFFERENT PERIODIC
USING DIFFERENT
FREQUENCY-MIXING
FREQUENCY- MIXING DETECTION
DETECTION OF
OF POLARIZATION-MODULATED
POLARIZATION -MODULATED LIGHT USING

-si DsinA.
fAl cos(9 Al = sin2
sin(9 Al == °>
fAo == °>
fAo
0, fAl
fAlsinOA1
0, fAlcosOA1

(17c)

we substitute
A), we
(i//, A),
polarization (tP,
average polarization
the average
determine the
To determine
To
gives
this gives
1; this
now pp == 1;
where now
(lOa), where
from Eq.
Eq. (17a)
(17a) into Eq. (10a),
from
(18)
sin2;//cosA.
cos2i//,r?s,.
T?c^
ncwa = cos2t',
nswa == sin21icosA.
^a
"'a
subsewe subsesecond we
the second
ij/; from the
givesIT;
readilygives
_(18)readily
Eq. (18)
The
The first of Eq.
the Aintensity
determine the
equations that determine
quently
quently obtain
obtain A.
A. The
The equations
intensity
obare ob8A are
and SA
8i// and
parametersSI5I/I,
and polarization modulation
/I, Sty
modulationparameters
and
where pp ==
tained by
by substituting from Eqs.
(1 la), where
Eq. (11a),
intoEq.
(17) into
Eqs. (17)
tained
11 in
in the
the present case; they are
no = (SI /I),
(19a)
(19b)

= cos2tfi(SI /I) +(- 2sin21ì)Sty,
`-"a

A

sin2i//cosA(sl/I>(2cos2i£cosA)S0+
r?es
nW ==sin2tycosA
(SI /I) +(2cos2tii cosA)4+
a
(-sin2i//sinA)8A.
( -sin2 sinA)S A.
A

_

A
A

(19c)
A
A

8A are readily
gives 8I/I;
Equation (19a) gives
Equation
SI /I; subsequently,
subsequently, Si//
Sti and SA
respectively.
(19c), respectively.
and (19c),
determined from Eqs. (19b) and

Half-Wave
RotatingHalf
IV. Rotating
-Wave Plate
Plate and
(RHWP+FLA)
Analyzer(RHWP
Linear Analyzer
+FLA)
Fixed Linear
8=
(HWP), we set S
plate (HWP),
half-wave
actsasasa ahalf
When the element EE acts
When
-wave plate
a in Eq.
(14) to obtain
Eq. (14)
?rin
(20)
l+cos2i//cos(2A-40)-sin2t//cosAsin(2A-40).
f = l+
cos21ìcos (2A- 49)- sin20cosAsin(2A -49).
posi(LA) isis posianalyzer(LA)
linearanalyzer
thelinear
thatthe
Furthermore, if we
assume that
we assume
Furthermore,
at
rotating at
is rotating
HWP is
theHWP
that the
and that
0, and
tioned
tioned at zero azimuth, A = 0,
becJat/4,
of 1^coa,
constant
constant angular speed of
/awa,sosothat
that 00 = wat
/4, Eq. (20) becomes
a t.
t+sin2i//cosAsinco
f == 1l+cos2i//coscoa
+cos21Vcoswat
+sin2ticosAsinwat.
(21)
case of a ro(16a) for the case
Eq. (16a)
Equation (21)
(21) isis identical
identical with
with Eq.
Equation
III,
Section III,
analysis of Section
Thus, the analysis
analyzer alone.
linear analyzer
tating linear
tating
alone. Thus,
RHWP+FLA.
theRHWP
to the
applies to
including
including all
all of
of Eqs.
Eqs. (16) - (19), applies
+FLA.
RLA is
RHWP+FLA over
the RHWP+FLA
using the
advantage of
The
The advantage
of using
over the
the RLA
analyzer is
the analyzer
leaves the
thatleaves
light that
of light
polarization of
of polarization
state of
that the state
Therefore,
case and variable
former case
variable in
in the
the latter.
latter. Therefore,
constant in the former
photo-electric
polarization-dependent
to aapolarizationdue to
systematic errors due
dependent photo
-electric
addicourse, is the addidisadvantage, of course,
avoided. The disadvantage,
response are
are avoided.
response
tion of another optical component.

Quarter-Wave
RotatingQuarter
V. Rotating
-Wave Plate and
Fixed Linear
+FLA)
(RQWP+FLA)
Analyzer(RQWP
Linear Analyzer
(QWP), we set
plate (QWP),
quarter-wave
as aaquarter
acts as
E acts
When
When the
the element E
-wave plate
in Eq.
Eq. (14)
(14) to
to obtain
Ti/2 in
86 ==7r/2
l+cos2i//cos20cos(2A-20)+sin2i//cosAsin20cos(2A-20)
f = 1+
cos20 cos20cos( 2A- 20) +sin24icosAsin20cos(2A -20)
+sin2i//sinAsin(2A-20).
+sin2
ti sinAsin(2A -2B ).

(22)

the
take the
and take
(22), and
Eq. (22),
coat/2
substitute A
we substitute
If we
A == 0 and 0 == wat
/2 in Eq.
we
A, we
and A,
respecttoto1Pi// and
withrespect
resultwith
the result
derivatives of the
first partial derivatives
obtain
/2COs2i//)+(-sin2^sinA)sincoat+
f == (l+1
(1+1/2cos20)+(-sin2lGsinA)sinwat+
(1/2sin2^cosA)sin2o;at+(1/2Cos2i//)cos2coat,
(1/zsin2tycosA)sin2wat+(1/ZCOS20cos2wat,

(23a)

f

fy == (-sin2i//)+(-2cos2^sinA)sincoat+
(-sin20)+(-2cos2tpsinA)sinwat+

(of
RQWP+FLA system
the RQWP+FLA
system possesses
possesses two
two spectral components (of
The
component. The
dc component.
the dc
2coa), in addition to the
frequencies
frequencies o?a
wa and 2wa),
amnormalized amthenormalized
from the
average
average polarization
polarization can be determined from
base-thebase
componentsofofthe
sin2o;atcomponents
andsin2wat
cos2coat and
the cos2wat
plitudes
plitudes of the
band signal
Sbb by
by substituting
substituting from
from Eq.
Eq. (23a)
(23a) into
into Eq.
Eq. (lOa),
(l0a),
signal S^b
band
gives
this gives
2; this
where p = 2;
77c20-)a = ' /zcos2iJi /(1 +1

(23b)

/2sin20sinA)sm2a;at.
f^
fA == (-sin2^cosA)sina;at+(-1
(-sin2OcosA)sinwat+(?/2sin2OsinA)sin2wat.

(23c)

for
f^ for
andfA
Equations (23)
Equations
(23) show
show that
that each of the functions f,f, fy
f, and

(24)

lhsin2tficosA
/(1 +1 //zcos217)).
2Cos2i//).
1/2sin2$cosA/(l+1

for
hence for
cos2i//> hence
solvedforfor
readily
canbebereadily
(24)can
The first
solved
cos211i,
Eq.(24)
ofEq.
first of
modThe modsecond. The
thesecond.
from the
determined from
ti, and
A is subsequently determined
and A
$,
and
dc and
normalized dc
thenormalized
fromthe
obtainedfrom
be obtained
can be
parameters can
ulation parameters
composin2cjat compoandsin2wat
cos2coat and
the cos2wat
normalized amplitudes of the
the normalized
(23b)
Eqs. (23b)
signal S8 Se
envelope signal
theenvelope
of the
nents of
Se by
by substituting from Eqs.
gives
this gives
2; this
where pp == 2;
la), where
(1 la),
Eq. (1
and (23c) into Eq.
(25a)
font = fo(6I /I)+(- sin2tT)61ì,
A

fone2w = (1 zcos2lG)(6I /I) +(- sin2t)Si,

(25b)

a

foes
o'2<*>a =( ^/ zsin2 IT) cosA )(SA /- ) +(cos2'cosA )S

+

2 wa

A

(25c)

(-Hsin2i//sinA)8A,
(-1/2sin2i sinA)SA,
fo
l+1/2cos2i//
f0==1 +1/2cos2kT./

.

(25d)

.

A

A

andSi//,
for5I8I/I
solvedfor
readilysolved
canbebereadily
(25b)can
and(25b)
(25a) and
Equations (25a)
/I and
6 tp,
and subsequently SA
82\ isis determined by Eq. (25c).

Analyzer and
VI. Rotating
Linear Analyzer
Rotating Linear
(RLA+FLA)
Analyzer (RLA
Linear Analyzer
Fixed Linear
+FLA)
second
by aa second
Figure 11 by
in Figure
E in
retardation plate E
replace the
we replace
If
If we
the retardation
function ff
transmission function
thetransmission
A', the
azimuth A',
of azimuth
LA' of
analyzer LA'
linear
linear analyzer
fA'
wnere -fA'
^A''A where
f^' * fA1,A
as ff = fA'
written as
be written
can be
analyzers can
two analyzers
the two
for the
transdescribes the transf^A describes
andfA1,A
onlyand
LA' only
of LA'
describes
describes the
the effect of
f^' is
LA', fA'
leaving LA'.
lightleaving
mission
polarizedlight
linearlypolarized
thelinearly
for the
LA for
mission of LA
(A'-A),
c°s2(A'
bvcost
8ivenby
fA'>Aisisgiven
andfA',A
A and
with AA == A
(15) with
given by Eq. (15)
given
-A),
can
we can
Therefore, we
Malus. Therefore,
of Malus.
law of
well-known
the well
according
-known law
according to the
readily write
l +cos20 cos2A' +sin21icosAsin2A'] ][ [l+cos(2A'-2A)].
1 +cos(2A' -2A)] .
f = [[l+cos2i//cos2A'+sin2i//cosAsin2A/
(26)
conat conrotating at
LA' isis rotating
and LA'
azimuth and
zero azimuth
fixed at zero
When LA
When
LA isis fixed
Eq.
in Eq.
substituteAA==0,0,A'A;= ='^coat
wesubstitute
coa/2,
speedwa
angular speed
stant angular
/2, we
1 /twat in
get
(26) to get
( 1+/2COs2i//)+(sin2^cosA)sina;at+(l+cos2i//)cosa)at+
1/2cos2tt)+( sin2 cosA )sinwat +(l +cos2t/)coswat+
f = (l+1
(27a)

(1/2sin2i//cosA)sin2coat+( 1/2Cos2i//)cos2o;at,
(1/zsin2VicosA)sin2wat+(1/zcos2tJi)cos2wat,

f

(-sin20)+(2cos20cosA)sinwat+(-2sin20)coswat+
fy = (-sin2i//)+(2cos2^/cosA)sincoat+(-2sin2\!/)coscoat+
(cos2
tJ/cosA)sin2wat+(-sin2 t9)cos2wat,
(cos2\//cosA)sin2coat+(-sin2^)cos2coat,

b)
(21
(27b)

fA = (-sin2i//sinA)sino;at+(-1
(-sin219sinA)sinwat+(-1/2sin20sinA)sin2wat,
/2sin2\I/sinA)sin2a;at,

c)
(21
(27c)

difpartial difby partial
where
obtained from f by
obviously obtained
are obviously
f^ are
fy and fA
where f1,
the
from the
obtained from
be obtained
can be
average polarization can
The average
ferentiation. The
or the
coa or
the wa
either the
of either
sine terms of
cosine and sine
amplitudes of the cosine
amplitudes
Eq.
into Eq.
(27a) into
Eq. (27a)
from Eq.
substituting from
by substituting
8^ by
of Sbb
2wa component of
2coa
we obtain
selected, we
componentisis selected,
cj acomponent
the wa
(l0a).
(lOa). IfIf the
nc

(cos2i//cosA)sin2coat+(-sin2^/)cos2coat,
(cos2>9 cosA)sin2wat+(-sin2 ty )cos2wat,

/zcos2t)i), nc2wa =

= (l +cos2t') /(1 +1 /2cos2i ),

rya

=

sin2t//cosA
/(1 +1/2COs2i//),
/zcos2t'),
sin2i//cosA/(l+1

(28a)

we get
instead, we
used instead,
component isis used
2coa component
and if the 2wa
nC2 wa =

1/2cos21,D/(1+1/2cos2t1/), ns2

wa =
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(28b)

1/2Sin2i//cosA/(l+1
2Cos2i//).
1/2sin2tJ/cosA
/(1 /+1/2cos2tj).

The
Eqs. (28a)
(28a) or
or (28b)
(28b)can
canbe
bereadily
readily solved
solved for
The first
first of either Eqs.
cos2$,
i//, and^frorn
A. The
cos2Li, hence
hence for
for tTi,
andAfromthe
the second
second we
we next
next get
get A.
The
modulation
parameters SI
6 I/I,
modulation parameters
/I, d\l/
SIP and
and 6A
SA can
can be
be obtained
obtained from
the
dc component
component and
and the amplitudes
amplitudes of the
the cosine
cosine and
and sine
sine
the dc
terms
either the
the wa
coa or
orthe
the20.)a
2coa components
components of
of the
the envelope
envelope
terms of either
signal
substituting from Eqs.
Eqs. (27b)
(27b) and
and (27c)
(27c) into
into Eq.
Eq.
signal 6Se
SS, by substituting
(11
(1 1a);
a) ;this
this gives
(29a)
foeo = fo(SI /I) +(- sin2 )S t,,
forlwa = (l +cos2t/r)(SI /I) +(- 2sin2)Std,
t-

(29b)

(sin2;//cosA)(6l/I)+(2cos2i//cosA)6i//+
fo1?wa = (sin2tTicosA)(S
I/I)+(2cos21GcosA)S y'i+
C-sin2i//sinA)5A,
(-sin2
t1/sinA)S A,

(29c)

A_

fo77zW a

=('hcos2t)(SI/I)+(-sin2)S,

(29d)

forizW = (1/2sin2ii/cosA)(5I/I)+(cos2ticosA)4+
a

-

A

(-1
/2sin2i//sinA)6A,
( 1hsin2sinA)SA,

(29e)

fo = l +1/2cos2t/i

(29f)

.

flp = [2cos20cosAJo(S)]+[4cos2tJrsinAll(S)]
sinwat+
cos2i//sinAJ 1 (6)]sino;at+
[4cos2i//
2(S)] cos2co
at+...
[4cos2iGcosAJ
cosAJ2(S)]
cos2wat+...

(33b)

fA= [-sin2tGsinAJ0(S)]+[2sin2tPcosAJ1(S)]sinwat+
f^=
[-sin2^sinAJ 0(6)]+[2sin2^cosAJi(6)]sincJat+
A

[-2sin2i//sinAJ
2(6)] cos2coat+...
[- 2sin2tPsinAJ2(8)]
cos2wat+...

(33c)

The
average polarization
A) is determined
determined from
The average
polarization (i//,
(tr, A)
from the
the normalnormalized
amplitudes of the
the wa
coa and
and2wa
2co acomponents
componentsofofSbb
S^ by
bysubsubized amplitudes
stituting from Eq. (33a) into Eq.
Eq. (10b);
(lOb); this
this yields
A
2sin2^sinAJ 1 (6)/[l-t-sin2i//cosAJ
0(6)],
rlwa = 2sin2tP-sinAJ1(6)
/[ 1 +sin2tcosAJ0(S)]
(34)
`
A
2sin2i//cosAJ 2(5)/[l+sin20cosAJ
0(6)]..
12wa = 2sin2tycosAJ2(S)
/[ l +sin2lycosAJo(S)]
A
A can
can be
be easily
easily obtained
obtained by
by taking
taking the
the ratio
ratio of the
the two
two of
of Eqs.
Eqs.
yielding tanA;
tanA; then
then \jj is
one of these
is derived
derived from
from either
either one
these
(34) yielding
equations.
The
parameters are
are determined from the
the normalnormalThe modulation parameters
ized
carrier (^m)
ized amplitudes
amplitudes of the carrier
and the
the first
first two
two sidebands
sidebands
(wm) and
(wrn ±wa wm ±2wa)
Smc by
(corn±coa,com±2aJ
a) of S6Smc
substituting from
from Eqs.
Eqs. (33)
(33)
by substituting
into Eq.
Eq. (1
(1 la);
la); this
this gives
gives
+
forlwm = fo(SI /I) +[2cos21jcosAJo(S)]
[-sin2i//smAJ
0(6)]6A,
[- sin2tGsinAJo(S)]
SA,

(35a)

_

From Eq. (29a)
(29a) and
and either
ejther(29b)
(29b)oror(29d),
(29d),we
wesolve
solve for
/I and
for SI
5I/I
6\(/.
eV).Next,
Next, we
weobtain
obtain 6A
SAfrom
from Eq.
Eq. (29c)
(29c) or (29e), respectively.
It should
should be
be noted
noted that
that the
theadvantage
advantage of
ofadding
adding one
one more
more
analyzer in the
the RLA
RLA+FLA
the RLA
RLA syssys+FLA system, as compared to the
tem, is that
that the
thephotodetector
photodetectorsees
sees light
light ofofconstant
constantpolarizapolarizatem,
hence errors
errors due
due to
to possible
possible polarizationpolarization-dependent
tion, hence
dependent photoelectric response
response are
are avoided.
avoided. Furthermore,
Furthermore, the
the two
two available
available
electric
frequency components
components provide
provide independent determinations
frequency
determinations of
of
polarization parameters
parameters and can be
be expolited
expolited for
for improving
improving
the polarization
accuracy of
of measurements,
measurements, or
orfor
forproviding
providinginternalinternal-consisthe accuracy
consischecks.
tency checks.
VII. Oscillating
Oscillating-Phase
-PhaseRetarder
Retarder and
Fixed Linear
Linear Analyzer
Analyzer (OPhR
(OPhR+FLA)
+FLA)
we go
go back
back totothe
thetwo
two-element
periodic analyzer
analyzer EE+LA
If we
-element periodic
+LA of
substitute O
6 == 00 into Eq. (14), we
we get
get
Section II and substitute
l+cos2i//cos2A+sin2i//cosAsin2AcosS+
f = l+
cos24/cos2A +sin2iicosAsin2AcosS+
sin2i//sinAsin2Asin6,
sin 2>V sinAsin2AsinS
(30)
(3 0)
which corresponds
corresponds to aa retarder
retarder of
of arbitrary
arbitrary phase
phase S,
6, set
set at
at zero
zero
which
which is
is followed by a linear
A. If
azimuth, which
linear analyzer
analyzer of azimuth A.
we
we further
further set A
/4 and
A == trn/4
and S6 == $sincoat
sinwat (as
(as isis obtained
obtained by
by an
oscillating
electro-optic
beoscillating piezopiezo- or
or electro
-optic birefringence),
birefringence), Eq.
Eq. (30) becomes
f = 1l+sm2i//cosAcos(6sina>at)+sin20sinAsin(6smo;
+sin2i ícosAcos( Ssinwat ) +sin2>ysinAsin(Ssinwat).
at). (31)
A

A

A

A

We next expand cos(Ssinwat)
cos(6sincoat) and sin(Ssinwat)
sin(6sino;at) in Eq.
We
Eq. (31)
(31) using
using
the BesselBessel-function
series15
the
function series15
00

cos(Xsincot)
0(X)+2 2E J2n(X)cos(2nwt)]
J 2n(X)cos(2no;t)],
cos(Xsinwt)=_[J[Jo(X)+2
n=l
n=1
00
oo

(32)

sin(Xsmcot)
2 J2n+1(X)sin[(2n+1)wt],
J 2n+1 (X)sin[(2n+l)o;t],
sin(Xsinwt)==2 2 E
n=o
no
and
only the
thefundamental
fundamentaland
andsecond
second-harmonic
compoand retain only
-harmonic components; this gives
gives
A
A

A
A

f = [[ 1l+sin2i//cosAJ0(6)]
+sin2OcosAJo(S)] +[2sin2\//sinAJ
+[2sin2tysinAJ j(6)]
1(S)]sino>at+
sinwat+
A

[2sin2i//cosAJ
2(6)] cos2wat
cos2cJat+...
[2sin2tìcosAJ2(6)]
+...
516

2forlwm

= [2sin2tsinAJ i(S)] (6I /I)+
+wa
[4cos2i//sinAJ
1 (6)]6i//+[2sin2^cosAJ
1 (6)]6A,
[4cos2CisinAJ1(S)]S,
+[2sin2iJ / cosAJl(S)]SA,

(35b)
(35
b)

2V?co
±2co M2sin2i£cosAJ
2(6)](6AI/i)+
[2sin2tJrcosAJ2(S)]
(SI /I)+
2fo
1wm
m +2waa =
A

A

A

[4cos2i//cosAJ
2(6)]6A\//+[-2sin2^sinAJ
[4cos2tcosAJ2(S)]
S i +[- 2sin2tjrsinAJ2(S)]
SA,
2(6)]6A,

(35c)

fo = ll+sin2^cosAJ
+sin2tf cosAJo(S),
f0
0(6),

(35d)
A

_

A
A

A
A

which
and SA.
6A.
which can
can be
be solyed
solved simultaneously
simultaneously for
for 6I/I,
SI /I,6i//
Si and
VIII. Oscillating
Oscillating Optical
Optical Rotator
Rotator and
Linear Analyzer
Analyzer (OOR
(OOR+FLA)
Fixed Linear
+FLA)
The
adding an
(OR), that
that gives
gives a rotaThe effect
effect of adding
an optical
optical rotator (OR),
tion
before aa linear
linear analyzer
analyzer of
tion r, before
the
of azimuth
azimuth A
A is to change
change the
function f of Eq.
Eq. (15)
(15) to
function
+cos2t,cos(2A +2r) +sin2t,cosAsin (2A
+2r).
f == ll+cos2i//cos(2A+2r)+sin2^cosAsin
(2A+2r).
(36)
If
we choose
choose A
A = 00 and
and r r==rsinwat
rsino;at (obtained,
(obtained, e.g.,
e.g., by an
an acacIf we
excited
cell), Eq.
excited Faraday cell),
Eq. (36) becomes
becomes
+cos2iPcos( rsinwat ) +sin2tficosAsin(rsinwat).
f = ll+cos2^cos(rsinGJat)+sin2^/cosAsin(fsina;at).
(37)
Following aa procedure
exactly similar
similar to that
that used
used in
in Section
Section
Following
procedure exactly
we find that the
the average
average polarization
polarization isis given
given by
VII, we
T?^
rlwa == 2sin2^cosAJi(r)/[l+cos2^/J
2sin2tkosAJ1(r) /[ 1 +cos2Jo(r)]
0(r)],,
(38)>
a
A
A
(38
??rl2W
2co = 2cos2tI/J2(r)
2cos2i£j 2(r)/[l+cos2i/J
0(r)];;
/[ l +cos2t//J0(r)]
a
while
while the modulation parameters
parameters are
are given
given by
A _
A
forlw = fo(SI /I) +[- 2sin2V/Jo(r)]St1/ ,
(39a)
m

2forlwm

= [2sin2tTcosAJ1(r)] (SI /I)+
±wa
A
[4cos20cosAJ
[4cos2tycosÁJ 1(r)]
S i +[- 2sin2tisinAJ 11 (r)
1 (r)]6V[-2sin20sinAJ
(r)]5A,

(39b)

2forlw +2w = [2cos2t1)J2(r)](SI /i)+
m
a
A
h
[- 4sin2J2(r)] S tV,

(39c)

A

(33a)
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fo =
l +cos2tyJ0(r).
f0
=l+cos2^J0(r).

(39d)

FREQUENCYMIXINGDETECTION
DETECTIONOF
OF POLARIZATION-MODULATED
POLARIZATION -MODULATEDLIGHT
LIGHTUSING
USINGDIFFERENT
DIFFERENT PERIODIC ANALYZERS
FREQUENCY-MIXING

i//, and
hence tj),
cos2i//, hence
gives cos2ii,
(38) gives
Eqs. (38)
of Eqs.
second of
Notice
Notice that the second
Equaequation. Equafirst equation.
the first
from the
determined from
next determined
be next
can be
A can
that
that A
and 66^
6l/I
for61
solved for
tions (39a)
(39a) and (39c)
/I and
i'
easily solved
be easily
also be
can also
(39c) can
tions
and
and subsequently
subsequently 6A
SAisisobtained
obtained from
from Eq.
Eq. (39b).
IX, Conclusion
IX.
different
six different
of six
use of
We
We have
have obtained
obtainedrelations
relationsthat
that allow
allow the
the use
polarfrequency-mixing
periodic
periodic analyzers
analyzers for
for the frequencymixing detection of polaraverage
the average
cases, the
all cases,
In all
ization- (and
(and intensity-)
intensity -) modulated
modulated light. In
izationpolarization-modulaandpolarizationintensity-and
the intensitywell as the
polarization
polarization as
as well
modulalimfrom limdetermined from
explicitly determined
are explicitly
beam are
the beam
parameters of the
tion parameters
signal.
analysis of
ited Fourier analysis
of the detected signal.

5.
S.
6.

7.
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9.
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